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Nowadays modern technologies and innovations open new horizons for those who create products and services. New technological changes apply, in fact, to all areas of life and business, from the aerospace industry to medicine, education and even the arts. Virtual (VR) and augmented reality (AR), artificial intelligence (AI), blockchain, smart technologies, the Internet - at this stage these things have become or are gradually becoming ordinary and commonplace.
Trends in the development and application of innovation have attracted the attention of one of the leading representatives of the creative sector of the economy - the fashion industry. In the creation of clothing and accessories companies have begun to use not only new materials, but also to introduce a number of technologies and innovative solutions that change the traditional approach to business, that allows to reach a new level and open up new ways for development. As a result of the symbiosis of the fashion industry and the use of the latest technologies, a new direction of development has emerged, known as “fashion tech”.
A good example of a combination of clothing and technology is an American fashion business veteran - Ralph Lauren. For many years, the company has been providing the US Olympic Team with a uniform. Thanks to the silver threads embedded directly into the fabric, smart T-shirts can read pulse, breathing depth and other metrics, as they are sent to the iPhone or Apple Watch for a specially designed application to be analyzed immediately [3].
Google is actively supporting worldwide fashion business. A great example is Google's collaboration with the British Fashion Council, which has created an online encyclopedia of British fashion with exhibits from over 1 200 top museums and archives - from works of legendary designers to VR/360 interviews with trendsetters [4].
In addition, Google actively introduces the latest innovations to the Ukrainian market and invests in the development of the retail segment. The company offers many free educational programs (Google AdWordsAcademy, Mobile Academy) that can help any brand launch their business online or scale it to new markets. The topic of fashion retail is also involved in the Women Digital Academy with Google project [4].
One of the modern innovative ideas interwovens with the most perspective idea of environmentally conscious fashion - to grow, not to produce a wardrobe. Carole Collett, Professor and Lecturer in Design for Sustainable Futures at Central Saint Martins, and since 2017 - Director of the College's Affiliate Program and LVMH on Sustainable Fashion Development and Promotion, introduced her project in 2012 called Biolace: genetically modified strawberries, basil, tomatoes and spinach. The rhizomes grow in the form of lace (it can be eaten and worn); antiviral drugs can be made from the basil. Now it is important to scale up the opening for industrial production. The professor is convinced that this will become a reality by 2050 [2].
In 2018, Modern Meadow (founded in 2011 with a 54 mln USD investment) introduced Zoa, a material called "bioskin". On the basis of yeast cells, collagen, a key component of animal skin, is generated and fiber of the future material is obtained. They promise to present projects of cooperation with fashion brands soon [2].
The skin is also grown from grape cake, as well as mushrooms and organic waste (MycoWorks) [2].
An example of encouraging the development of fashion tech is the Fashion Tech Summit, a new format for educational events that aims to create a platform for the interaction between the fashion and tech industries. Top speakers and representatives of global companies present successful cases in Kyiv not only for the formation of a new business community, but also for finding a new vision for the development of fashion and technology in Ukraine. The founders of this project are Daria Shapovalova and Natalia Modenova, who in this way contribute to the development of the creative economy in Ukraine [1].
At this stage, in the development of fashion industries using the latest technologies next trends can be distinguished:
- as all major brands are part of corporations (LVMH, Kering, Richemont, etc.) with disadvantages such as low corporate structure flexibility and low risk aversion, they are unlikely to hold technological development departments. For them, it is more convenient and cheaper to buy technology that small startups will develop;
- new local brands are emerging, which competitiveness is growing against the backdrop of global players (Chanel, Gucci, Louis Vuitton, etc.);
- mass-market players are more flexible in communication with the technology market because they are constantly in high competition.
Today there is a problem in the field of textile waste, so that, according to experts, the biggest innovations will be recycling technologies that can turn waste into new fibers and return them to the production chain. After 10 years, a circular economy model will firmly enter the fashion business. It should be noticed that governments are already adopting the necessary amendments to the legislation and setting up infrastructure for waste management. This is happening now and by 2030 these processes will have only intensified.
To sum up, for the fashion industry technologies are new materials, production technologies, modern methods and platforms of sales, the study of demand and its further analysis. All this can help at any stage of the product cycle - from the creation of clothing or accessories, to their distribution and sale to the end consumer.
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